The Case of the Terrible Teammate

Case Written by Dr. Teresa Chan

“Last night, [co-chief resident] David called me up just as I was headed out for a date to tell me he was in a bind. He was calling from his call-room at the hospital saying that he had left his computer at home and couldn’t get the shift-roster out in time for the new junior resident schedule next month. The intern schedule is due out tomorrow, so he wanted me to make the whole schedule from scratch.

We recently got dinged on this matter on our recent accreditation, so our program director has been really upset with us when we’re late sending it out. I cancelled my date, rolled up my sleeves, and did it.

This morning I sent him the draft and he texts me to say he noticed that there was a double booked shift. He said ‘U screwed up on 2nd Thursday in February. Can you redo it?’ Well, after that I called him to give him a piece of my mind… He has been such a terrible teammate! But when he picks up he tells me he’s in the middle of something and couldn’t talk… And that I’ll just have to figure it out.

All I have to say is that this is the FIRST call schedule he’s had to do ALL year. I’ve did the first two months and now it’s supposed to be his turn - and, of course, he conveniently forgets and then has the gall to order me around like I’m his personal secretary.

What should I do? I’ve got to work with him for the rest of the year, and we’ve just started.”

If you were Sarah’s mentor or confidant, how would you proceed?

Questions for Discussion
1. How would you take Sarah through analyzing the issues?
2. What are important points of view for Sarah to consider? What factors might she need to take into account?
3. What is the optimal way to address this issue? What venue/format? Who should participate?
4. Sarah is obviously very angry at David. How should Sarah deal with this?
Competencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACGME</th>
<th>CanMEDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal and Communication Skills</td>
<td>Collaborator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Values</td>
<td>Communicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intended Objectives of Case

1. Identify factors contributing to the interpersonal conflict described in the case.
2. Describe strategies to resolve interpersonal conflict with a teammate.
3. Discuss an approach to problem analysis for conflict situations.
4. Summarize strategies that may help to overcome difficulties encountered when working with collaborators.
Difficult Conversations with a Trainee in Trouble
by Nadim Lalani MD, FRCPC

Sarah is in a difficult situation. My first thoughts when hearing her story is that David might be having personal or professional challenges that are causing him to act out of character. This response will discuss (1) an approach to “problem learners” and (2) an approach to difficult conversations.

PART 1: The Trainee in Difficulty
I would start by asking Sarah if this behavior is atypical for David. Sarah may not know that the prevalence of struggling medical trainees is 5-10% or have considered that this might be a symptom of a bigger problem.

Defining “Problem Learners”
A problem learner is one who: Requires an intervention because of sufficiently poor performance. The underlying cause of which could be [either alone or in combination] attitude, cognitive skills, wellness, and interpersonal or institutional issues. When previously strong learners like a Chief resident start having problems the first goal should be to identify what changed.

What is the problem?
One way to think of the ‘differential diagnosis’ of the struggling learner is through Stienert’s framework:

- Knowledge (K)
- Skills (S)
- Attitudes (A)
- Learner (L)
- Teacher (T)
- System (S)

These problems can be nicely remembered using the mnemonic “KSALTS.” It is important to note that the problem is likely multifactorial.

Whose problem is it?
This may become a program issue that the Program Director needs to be involved with. If Sarah and David are not able to resolve their differences it would be the Program Director’s role to gather the supporting evidence and have an intervention with David.

PART 2: The Difficult Conversation
I think that it would be important for Sarah to try and say her piece. Crucial features of this conversation are:

1. Pre-Conversation Reflection
Sarah can prepare by reflecting on her purpose for having the discussion.
- What is she trying to accomplish? What is the ideal outcome? What are her needs?
- What are her assumptions about David?
- What buttons of hers are being pushed?
- How is her attitude affecting her response to this situation? What has she done to contribute to this mess?

2. Timing and Venue
The talk needs to occur soon so it does not have time to escalate. It should happen in a private location with no interruptions. David can be seated closest to the door so that he feels less threatened.

3. The Emotional Side
The result of this meeting may depend on how Sarah handles herself. She needs to prepare for an emotionally charged experience. No one likes receiving negative feedback and it’s natural to feel threatened or attacked. If David is experiencing wellness/family stress this confrontation may exaggerate his emotional response.

Whatever happens, it is important that she does not get caught up in the emotion of the moment. When strong emotions are demonstrated it is important to name them (it’s okay to state that you’re uncomfortable, feeling threatened etc.).

4. The Ice Breaker
Sarah’s problem may be better received if she begins by inquiring about David’s current life stressors. “David I have asked you to meet because I wanted to talk about the last call schedule, but first – is everything okay with you?”

5. Defining The Problem
There are three main problems that Sarah should raise with David:
1. Sarah needs to frame the dialogue early by committing to listening and respecting David’s opinions.
2. Sarah then needs to state the facts and her interpretation of them clearly
3. Sarah needs to allow David share his interpretation of the events.
**6. Active Listening, Rephrasing and Acknowledging Emotions**

Rather than thinking up rebuttals, Sarah needs to listen wholeheartedly to what David is saying. By rephrasing his comments and reflecting them back to him she will be able to demonstrate that she is listening and understands what he is feeling.

**7. Move from positions to interests**

Sarah and David are coming at this from disparate positions, but they do have common interests. They can be used to shift the discussion to their mutual interests by expressing their needs and finding common goals. I would encourage Sarah to:

- **Use the “I” word lots. Avoid blaming and making assumptions.** Instead of “You’re always so arrogant!” try “When you do not acknowledge my emails, I feel like my concerns are being dismissed.”
- **Appreciate where David is coming from and praise honorable behavior:** “I admire that you’re trying to raise a young family and at the same time be a resident.”
- **Invite David to contribute to a mutually beneficial solution by asking:** “How do we get past this?”

**Conclusion**

If Sarah understands some of the features of struggling learners, reflects on her assumptions, manages her emotions, stays in the moment, and works towards solutions she may succeed at having one of the life’s toughest challenges - the Difficult Conversation.

**Nadim’s Other Suggested Readings**


---

**About the Expert**

Dr. Lalani graduated with his MD and FRCPC in Calgary where he developed an interest in pediatric emergency medicine and medical education. Dr. Lalani can usually be located at the golf course during the summer. Follow his Blog [here](#). Follow him on Twitter: @ERmentor
The simple answer would be to have Sarah talk with David one-on-one to resolve the issues. While this approach may prove successful, the potential exists for emotions to run high in these situations. It is a high stakes situation because, if unsuccessful, further breakdown in communication and their professional relationship could occur.

A Crucial Conversation
This situation calls for a crucial conversation¹, but it is one that should be held in the presence of a third party—in this case the program director. This gets each stakeholder at the table to share their insights. It would give David the opportunity to explain himself, let Sarah express to David why she was upset, and allow the program director the opportunity to hear both sides, aid them in developing a solution, and affirm that the program’s accreditation is at risk if scheduling releases continue to be late.

Focus on the outcome
I would advise Sarah to remain focused on what she really wants during the discussion. Does she want an explanation? An apology? A stronger commitment to the role of chief resident from David? I would tell her that she needs to be direct with David in terms of how it has affected her on a personal, professional, and emotional level.

Listen
At the same time, it is paramount that Sarah listens to David so that she can empathize with the circumstances that led to his behavior. As former US Secretary of State Dean Rusk once said: “the best way to persuade someone is with your ears… by listening to them”. Meeting in the presence of the program director should provide a safe atmosphere in which to discuss the issues.

Bring Solutions
Finally, Sarah should come to the table with possible solutions (e.g. regular chief meetings to discuss scheduling issues, different approach to divvying up scheduling) instead of just complaints. Their program director could assist with shifting the conversation into action and results—ensuring accountability by defining who does what by when.

Conclusion
As a program director myself, I know this is the approach I would take. David and Sarah should view this as an opportunity to come to a mutual agreement, move forward, and strive for a better working relationship. In the end, opportunities like this can really strengthen a working relationship by helping people to articulate their positions and problems, and increase their understanding of one another.

Reference
This situation illustrates the ever-present conundrum in medical education. There is a body of work that needs to be done and a finite number of people to do it. Anything that one person doesn’t do, somebody else has to do. So who regulates this?

As a society we generally try to avoid conflict. We don’t usually like being perceived as aggressors, and will often end up doing the work ourselves instead of fighting. Sarah demonstrates this at the beginning of the scenario by simply doing the schedule herself without arguing.

Conflict resolution is among the many roles of a chief resident. In this scenario, schedule creation is a task that needs to be performed. Failure to get it out on time can cause problems with the powers that be and create havoc for the residents. That said, as she correctly notes in this vignette, it doesn’t mean Sarah has to do it all by herself.

So, how should Sarah approach this? Here are some of my suggestions:

1. Make time to converse with your colleague
The scenario Sarah ends with saying the correct thing: she needs to talk to David. One of the first things I ask people who come to me with a problem with a third party is, “Have you talked to them about it?” It would be inappropriate for faculty to jump in and “fix” this problem without giving Sarah an opportunity to manage it herself. All conflict resolution has to start somewhere and Sarah can make the first effort.

2. Be clear going in, and coming out
I would tell Sarah that she did the right thing by getting the schedule done, but that she needs to be clear with David that this is an unacceptable delegation of a job that he was supposed to perform. She may just want validation that her leadership role allows her to tell other people they aren’t up to task. Alternatively, she may not have skills in conflict resolution, and need advice on performing this role. It is important for her to do it appropriately because mistakes like creating a judgmental or adversarial mood will create more conflict, not less.

When she brings it up with David she should clearly state the problem so there are no misunderstandings about what is being discussed. Sarah needs to remain positive during the discussion of the problem and be willing to listen to David’s side. They both need to offer suggestions for improvement. After all, they are not opponents, but partners.

Personal attacks or ‘scapegoating’ will not help the situation so there should be no tolerance for those behaviors. Both people accepted the leadership roles given to them, so I would expect that they would be able to put aside their emotions and work to fix the problem for the betterment of the program.

3. Have a colleague help you to think through the other person’s situation
A form of constructive venting, sometimes your mentors or close colleagues can act as a sounding board. If I was Sarah’s confidant, I would also maintain objectivity and offer validation for David. Perhaps there really were extenuating circumstances behind why he didn’t get it done. Taking Sarah’s side without hearing the other would simply extend the conflict and hinder resolution.

4. Find ways to prophylax against conundrums
This whole situation might have been avoided if Sarah and David had been given clear expectations by their program director – or set them for each other. If the schedule for chief duties was written out in advance, his failure to complete his task is unacceptable. All too often, though, the reverse is true.
Often in medical education, jobs are not well described: They have vague terms of reference or confusing job descriptions. If it was not delineated, then this is the time for this to happen. Too often problems arise from unspoken agreements about the division of labor. This can then create conflict between colleagues job isn’t performed when it needs to be done.

5. When in doubt, ask for help
As chief residents, it can seem that you’re the ‘senior’ now, and you should have things figured out. But this is simply a fallacy. If Sarah is unable to come to a resolution by herself, or if David is unwilling to participate, then their program director (or his/her delegate) needs to get involved.

Too often mentors fail in this regard and tell the residents to fix the problem themselves – and in some ways, they should probably TRY to fix things first. But realistically, we all need help sometimes. If they knew how, then they wouldn’t ask for help to begin with. As a mediator, my role would not be to let one side “win”, but instead to fix the problem in the way that is best for the program. I would be there trying to steer the process, not offer a solution that suits my needs.
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A qualitative methodology was used to curate the community discussion. Tweets and blog comments were analyzed, and ten overarching themes were extracted from the online discussions. Prior to publication, we sent this analysis to one of our community members to perform a “member check” to ensure credibility (TC). An amendment was also made as a post-publication member check addition by Shannon McNamara.

The ALiEM community came up with 10 steps to guide Sarah as she addresses this problem.

1. Calm down
Sarah should cease any unnecessary communication (in person, by phone or through e-mail) about this issue until she has calmed down. Some strategies suggested for de-escalating included writing an e-mail to David but not sending it and venting to someone in her support network.

2. Check your assumptions & biases
Once she calms down Sarah should take a moment to reflect. Hopefully, this will allow her to identify her own assumptions and consider other factors that may have influenced this situation.

Sarah’s immediate reaction suggests that she already believes David is slacking off and/or taking advantage of her. While that may be the case, it is important that she does not start climbing “the latter of inference” (Mark Wahba, @mywahba) to reach assumptions like this.

3. Consider alternative perspectives
Sarah should consider alternative explanations; for instance, David could be having personal or professional difficulties that are making it difficult for him to meet his obligations. This would require a very different response and if Sarah does not consider this possibility, she may worsen the conflict.

Sarah also needs to reflect on the division of labour of chief tasks outside of the schedule. Rob Woods (@robwoodsuoofs) quoted his father, saying “In a partnership, our own egos will always make us believe we are carrying 60% of the workload. The problem is that both parties each think they are doing 60% and it can become resentful of each other’s lack of contribution.” Is Sarah carrying the load in all areas? Or has David been picking up a disproportionate amount of the work in another area?

4. Set the stage
Sarah’s discussion with David should occur in person in a private, relaxed environment at a time where they will not be interrupted. David should have some idea of the purpose of the meeting so that he does not feel blindsided when the problem is raised.

5. Casting the players
There were varying opinions on whether others should be involved at this point. Some felt that it would be good to have a neutral third party present. Others suggested that it is important for Sarah to learn to deal with interpersonal conflicts herself. The decision to involve another will depend on David and Sarah’s pre-existing relationship: if this is the first disagreement they’ve had as a pair of co-chiefs, then meeting alone is likely a good first step. On the other hand, if there is a pattern of discord then a third party becomes a reasonable option.

6. Rehearsing the approach
It is important for Sarah to have a plan for the meeting. She could develop one by mapping out her concerns on paper, reflecting on her priorities are for the conversation (eg. ensuring an equal workload, getting an apology, being treated with more respect, etc), and considering potential goals that David would be likely to get on board with. Stella Yiu (@Stella_Yiu) advocated for informally rehearsing some of the key points with a mentor prior to the discussion.

7. Directing the discussion
This is the most challenging part of addressing a conflict. The references listed below were suggested to help prepare Sarah for the discussion.

The effect of gender roles in this conflict was also discussed. A recent Washington Post article raised important questions about the nature of gender and how it may affect workplace perceptions of women in conflict situations. Shannon McNamara (@ShannonOMac) summarized this discussion stating that Sarah should have a “calm but assertive discussion with David about expectations around work responsibilities, while being aware of the risks of being perceived as too bossy, and setting clear boundaries between work and home life.”
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8. The opening lines
Sarah should introduce the topic by stating what happened and how she felt as a result. The emphasis should be on the action and not David as a person. With the topic broached, she should give David an opportunity to explain his perspective. Assuming he does not feel threatened, he may share information about personal or professional struggles that have been affecting him lately.

9. Beginning a dialogue
It is likely that there are goals that Sarah and David can rally around. While listening to David’s perspective Sarah should consider where they have common ground to start building support for a solution around their shared objectives.

10. Create a plan together
Once shared goals have been defined a plan should be laid out to meet them. It was recommended that this plan be written down and possibly shared with a third party to ensure that they both stick to it.

Conclusion
Interpersonal conflicts are difficult to handle. It is often much easier to read a case like this and come up with an appropriate course of action than it is to complete this exercise in real life when emotions are running high.

References from the Community Discussion

